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Abstract

Automated stress detection using physiological sensors is challenging due to inaccurate labeling and individual bias in the sensor data. Previous methods consider stress detection as a supervised classification task, where bad labeling leads to a large performance drop. Furthermore, the poor generalizability to unseen subjects reveals the importance of personalizing stress detection for both inter- and intra-individual sensor data variability. Towards this end we present a label-free feature extractor and an efficient personalization method with the "human in the loop" approach. First, we capture the intra-individual variability and encode it in self-supervised learned features, which are usually well separable and independent of noisy stress labels. Next, personalization is achieved by assigning labels to critical reference points via very few interactions between subject and wearable device. The promising results of the conducted experiments show the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed method.

1. Introduction

Stress is the difficulty of organisms to maintain homeostasis under stimuli that causes an imbalance in the autonomic nervous system (Horowitz, 1976). Stressors are categorized into two main classes, namely absolute and relative stressors (Lupien et al., 2007). Absolute stressors refer to events or situations that pose a real threat to life or well-being. In contrast, relative stressors refer to psychological threats that are induced by the individual’s subjective interpretation of the situation in terms of its unpredictability, uncontrollability (Mason, 1968), or "social evaluative threat" (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004). Psychological stress is induced by time pressure, excessive interruptions (Koldijk et al., 2014) or the imbalance between external demands and the individual’s resources (Hobfoll, 1989). Stress up to a specific level can be considered positive so as to enhance alertness and productivity, while high stress usually leads to reduced productivity (Benson & Allen, 1980), impaired decision-making capabilities (Baddeley, 1972), decreased situational awareness (Vidulich et al., 1994), as well as life-threatening symptoms, e.g. improper decisions in fire fighting. Thus, the precise detection of unbearable stress contributes to a reliable stress management mechanism, improved team performance and reduced risk for individuals in dangerous missions.

Stress causes physiological responses which are reflected in many biosignals. In previous work, heart rate variability (HRV) has been proven a stable indicator for stress detection (Rodrigues et al., 2018; Huysmans et al., 2018). Other biosignals such as skin conductance (EDA) and muscle tension (EMG) (Oskooei et al., 2019) also provide a reliable measure over stress levels. Due to the importance of stress in our daily lives and the rapid recent development of wearable sensory systems (Schmidt et al., 2018b), a number of research projects (Schmidt et al., 2018a; Zenonos et al., 2016; Kolodyazhnii et al., 2011; Healey & Picard, 2005; Bogomolov et al., 2014; Picard et al., 2001; Valenza et al., 2014) have been carried out to enable automatic stress detection by algorithms.

Although person-specific models (Healey & Picard, 2005; Bogomolov et al., 2014; Picard et al., 2001; Valenza et al., 2014) can show superior performance over generic methods (Schmidt et al., 2018a; Zenonos et al., 2016; Kolodyazhnii et al., 2011) on selected subjects, they still fail in capturing generalized inter-individual differences. As a consequence, person-specific models do not generalize well in predicting stress in yet unseen subjects. The adaptation to new subjects usually requires complete retraining of the machine learning model, which is time-consuming and impractical in real-world applications. How to perform efficient personalization
while maintaining the intra-individual difference remains a key challenge for automated stress detection.

In this work, we substantiate the need to consider individual differences between users and propose an efficient personalization approach for stress detection. Our approach utilizes self-supervised learned (SSL) features, which help to avoid the bias induced by unreliable labels in datasets. Subsequently, personalization is achieved by recalibration with efficient human-computer interaction. To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted experiments and validated the final results following the leave-one-subject-out cross-validation (LOSO-CV). For the sake of simplicity, we focus in this paper on heartbeat-related features. Our main contributions are the following:

- We show that taking more samples from training subjects can be harmful for capturing inter-individual variability between subjects, if there is limited access to data of the test subject.
- We introduce SSL features for personalization, which significantly reduce the number of required interactions.
- We propose an efficient personalization method and demonstrate its competitiveness experimentally by comparing the results with baselines.

2. Related Work

Modern methods for automated stress detection use a combination of different data sources such as video, audio, and physiological data (Poria et al., 2017; Koldijk et al., 2016; Mozos et al., 2017). Due to the importance of stress recognition in daily life and the increasing popularity of wearable devices, a number of research projects developed automated stress detection approaches based on biosignals collected by wearable devices (Carneiro et al., 2017; Can et al., 2019; Gjoreski et al., 2016). Several well-studied physiological signals provide reliable indicators of stress. The most prevalent include electrocardiography (HRV, heart activity) (Melillo et al., 2011; Munla et al., 2015; Boonmthit & Phongsuphaph, 2011), electroencephalogram (EEG, brain activity) (Costin et al., 2012; Vanitha & Krishnan, 2016), electrodermal activity (EDA, skin conductance) (Setz et al., 2009; Ayzenberg et al., 2012), photoplethysmogram (PPG, blood activity) (Mokhayeri et al., 2011) and electromyography (EMG, muscle activity) (Wijsman et al., 2010).

Most machine learning based stress detection methods (Ghaderi et al., 2015; Zhai & Barreto, 2006) use a supervised classification approach. However, the poor label quality caused by non-standardized definitions of stress and varying stress resilience degrade detection performance. Although generic models (Ghaderi et al., 2015; Zhai & Barreto, 2006) showed good results in detecting stress when evaluated with a k-fold cross-validation on mixed data from all subjects, this setup is still unrealistic in real world applications because generic models suffer from severe generalization problems on unseen subjects (Nkurikiyeyezu et al., 2019; Koldijk et al., 2016). The main reason is that the data from the training set and the test subjects are not independent and identically distributed. This lack of i.i.d. strongly limits the generic models’ generalization power (Xu & Manor, 2012). As a result, a practical stress detection model should be able to identify inter- as well as intra-individual differences induced by different physical and psychological conditions such as gender, age, individual stress tolerance, and health status, which influence how humans experience stress (Nkurikiyeyezu et al., 2019).

An efficient way to achieve better generalizability is to personalize stress detection by capturing inter-individual differences. Stress detection personalization methods can be categorized into three classes. (Sharma & Gedeon, 2011; Szyler & Stuckenschmidt, 2017) divided the participants into different user groups according to their profiles and trained a personalized model for each group. But the huge data amount required for the identification of correlations between user-profiles and personalization models prevents this method to be widely applied in real-world applications. The combination of user modeling and stress detection personalization is thus still an open topic.

(Shi et al., 2010) normalized the measurements of each participant and created a personalized version of a support vector machine. The normalization was done by subtracting the mean value of the recorded measurements while the participants were in a stress-free state. This approach requires little interaction at the beginning of initialization. We refer to this approach in the following as baseline calibration.

(Reiss & Stricker, 2013; Nkurikiyeyezu et al., 2019) created a mixed dataset by adding a small number of additional person-specific calibration points to a generic training set. While incorporating additional calibration samples from the test subject obviously leads to an improvement in classification performance, our experiments show that this method overemphasizes the training subjects. We find that the inclusion of additional samples from the N – 1 training subjects could actually lead to a reduction in performance if at least one person-specific measurement per condition is available.

In contrast to previous work, we present an adaptive approach to stress detection that allows for corrections through user feedback. In order to reduce the number of interactions for a better user experience, low-dimensional but representative physiological features are required for efficient personalization. Therefore, we introduce self-supervised learned (SSL) features derived from RR-intervals. Self-supervised learning (Jing & Tian, 2020) is a representation learning
method, which learns representation by leveraging labels created by self-supervision for free. SSL is widely applied in several domains e.g., computer vision (Gidaris et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016; Doersch et al., 2015), reinforcement learning (Srinivas et al., 2020) and audio recognition (Oord et al., 2018). There are two main advantages to using SSL features in the proposed method:

- More representative features are obtained by exploiting the intrinsic structure of the raw data.
- The generated low-dimensional features require fewer data points for personalization and can be better visualized compared to HRV parameters (typically about 15 dimensions).

In the next sections, we will compare the aforementioned methods on two publicly available datasets and our own dataset and demonstrate the efficiency of our method.

3. Approach

In this section, we introduce our SSL feature-based personalization approach for stress detection. The proposed model learns the underlying intra-individual differences in the training subjects and has the advantage of fast adaptation to unseen subjects in real-world applications. In the first subsection, we discuss the feature extraction procedure that is used to derive the SSL features as well as the HRV parameters. We then present an efficient personalization method for the stress detection model that aims at fast adaptation to new subjects by capturing the inter-individual variability in an interactive fashion.

3.1. Feature Extraction

As mentioned before, we focus on the electrocardiogram signal and its associated features. Nevertheless, the proposed methods can also be applied to other biosignals. After calculating the R-R intervals (time intervals between successive heartbeats) and removing outliers, we extracted HRV and SSL features based on segments consisting of 120 R-R intervals. A summary of the selected HRV features is shown in Table 1.

Besides HRV parameters, we extracted features with a self-supervised model. The model was trained with a contrastive loss which minimizes the distance between anchor points and positive examples while maximizing the distance between anchor points and negative examples in feature space. For a randomly chosen anchor segment \( x_a \), we selected the corresponding positive segment \( x_p \) by randomly shifting the anchor segment by up to ±30 R-R intervals and inverting it with a probability of 0.5. The negative segments \( x_{n_i} \) were randomly picked outside this region. Per anchor segment, we used 63 negative segments. The loss is given by

\[
L = -\log \left( \frac{\exp(-\|f_a - f_p\|^2_2)}{\exp(-\|f_a - f_p\|^2_2) + \sum\limits_{i} \exp(-\|f_a - f_{n_i}\|^2_2)} \right)
\]

where \( f_a, f_p \) and \( f_{n_i} \in \mathbb{R}^d \) are the features of the anchor, positive and negative segments, respectively.

We computed the features with a convolutional neural network consisting of three convolutional blocks, followed by a fully connected layer. In Figure 1, we visualize the learned features for three randomly selected subjects and the same features after merging the individual data for \( d = 3 \). In the following experiments we set the dimension of the embedding space to \( d = 5 \).

Each convolutional block consists of a 10-filter convolution with kernel size 3, a ReLU activation function, and a max-pooling layer with size 2. The model was trained for \( 5 \cdot 10^5 \) iterations using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a batch size of 64 and a learning rate of \( 10^{-4} \).

3.2. Personalization via Human-in-the-Loop

The individual physiological baselines of humans as well as the physiological responses to emotion-related stimuli are highly biased by inter-individual variability (Giakoumis et al., 2013). However, the previous person-specific research efforts suffer from limited efficiency compared to the person-independent solutions (Nkurikiyeyezu et al., 2019).

To tackle the inter-individual variability, we personalized stress detection via an efficient interactive process with the human in the loop. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to combine interactive machine learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RR(_{mean})</td>
<td>Mean of the R-R intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR(_{nd})</td>
<td>Standard deviation of the R-R intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR(_{min})</td>
<td>Minimum R-R interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR(_{max})</td>
<td>Maximum R-R interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR(_{med})</td>
<td>Median R-R interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR(_{avg})</td>
<td>Range of the R-R intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pNN20</td>
<td>% of intervals differing more than 20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pNN50</td>
<td>% of intervals differing more than 50 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD</td>
<td>Root mean square of differences between successive R-R intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS(_D)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of differences between successive R-R intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD(_1)</td>
<td>Short-term Poincare plot descriptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD(_2)</td>
<td>Long-term Poincare plot descriptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Absolute power of the low-frequency band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>Absolute power of the high-frequency band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/HF</td>
<td>Ratio of LF-to-HF power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF(_{nu})</td>
<td>Normalized LF component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF(_{nu})</td>
<td>Normalized HF component</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Selected heart rate variability features
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Figure 1. Self-supervised learned features for 3 random subjects (first 3 columns) and merged features (right column) for the WESAD (top row), SWELL (center row) and Eiken dataset (bottom row). Note that the feature dimension is set to 3 only for visualization purposes and might hide distinctive features due to loss of information.

(Fails & Olsen Jr, 2003) with stress detection for better generalization of stress detection models. Our algorithm maintains a list of reference points, which we initialize with the feature means of each class and train our base model on those K (K is the number of unique labels) reference points in a supervised way. To capture the inter-individual difference of the current user, a few calibration points are collected from human-computer-interactions using different strategies. The user can either manually label the current stress status in real-time, which can be considered as active user feedback (Algorithm 1). Alternatively, the algorithm asks for more targeted user feedback according to specific selection principles so that the user can respond to those requests, which can be considered as passive user feedback (Algorithm 2).

The selection principles used in Algorithm 2 have a strong influence on the adaptability of the model to new subjects. A well-defined selection principle can largely accelerate the personalization and achieve a better detection performance. However, finding the points which provide the most information about the shift in distribution is non-trivial. We present three selection principles and their corresponding use cases. We assume that the user interacts with the device M times in total.

3.2.1. RANDOM SELECTION PRINCIPLE
The algorithm randomly picks M points from the test subject to form the new reference point list. It mimics the user actively interacting with the wearable device M times and provides the corresponding labels in real-time.

3.2.2. MAX DISTANCE SELECTION PRINCIPLE
The distances to the nearest reference points are computed for all incoming points and the M points with the largest distance are then picked. The idea is that the points that are far away from the reference points are more informative and can, therefore, reduce the uncertainty of the model.

3.2.3. RANDOM CORRECTION SELECTION PRINCIPLE
In each step, the algorithm randomly selects a misclassified point from the test subject as a new reference point and updates the model. Misclassified points deliver more insights into the difference between training and target data distribution and are considered more important to address the...
Algorithm 1 Personalization with active user feedback
1: **Input:** train input $X$, train labels $y$ and number of interactions $M$
2: Initialize the reference point matrix $R$ with the mean points for all unique labels $y_r$
3: Train a classifier $C$ on $R$ with labels $y_r$
4: for $i = 1$ to $M$ do
5: Retrieve the current data point $x$ and extract the label $y$ from the interaction
6: if the mean point $\mu$ of label $y$ still exists in $R$ then
7: Replace $\mu$ with $x$
8: else
9: Concatenate $x$ to the end of $R$, $y$ to the end of $y_r$
10: end if
11: Retrain $C$ on new $R$ and $y_r$
12: end for

Algorithm 2 Personalization with passive user feedback
1: **Input:** train input $X$, train labels $y$, number of interactions $M$ and selection criteria $\phi$
2: Initialize the reference point matrix $R$ with the mean points for all unique labels $y_r$
3: Train a classifier $C$ on $R$ with labels $y_r$
4: repeat
5: Collect the data point $x$ from the sensor in wearable devices
6: if selection criteria $\phi(x, R)$ is satisfied then
7: Post a labeling request and extract the label $y$ from the interaction
8: if the mean point $\mu$ of label $y$ still exists in $R$ then
9: Replace $\mu$ with $x$
10: else
11: Concatenate $x$ to the end of $R$, $y$ to the end of $y_r$
12: end if
13: end if
14: Retrain $C$ on the new $R$ with its labels
15: until $c$ is equal to $M$

inter-individual variability. Essentially, this selection principle simulates the situation where users passively correct the prediction results presented by the wearable device.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
In our experiments, we used two public datasets as well as our own "EIKEN" dataset for stress detection. All three datasets contain heartbeat-related data from which we extracted R-R intervals. We use this signal as a basis to examine and compare our approach. A short description of the public datasets is given in section 4.1.1, while details to the "EIKEN" dataset are provided in section 4.1.2.

4.1.1. Public Datasets
The WESAD (wearable stress and affect detection) dataset (Schmidt et al., 2018a) contains multi-modal physiological signals including blood volume pulse, electrocardiogram, electrodermal activity, electromyogram, respiration, body temperature, and three-axis acceleration. The signals were collected from 15 participants under three conditions: baseline, amusement, and stress. The stress trigger for the stress condition is the well-studied Trier social stress test (TSST) (Kirschbaum et al., 1993), which consists of a public speaking and a mental arithmetic task. The experimental procedure also included a preparation, meditation, and recovery phase with the purpose to reduce perturbations and acquire a clean affective condition.

The SWELL knowledge work (SWELL-KW) dataset (Koldijk et al., 2014) is a multi-modal dataset for work stress research. 25 participants performed typical office work under three different stress conditions: neutral condition, time pressure, and e-mail interruptions. Each stress condition experiment lasted around 30 minutes. The dataset contains electrocardiogram, skin conductance, computer logging, facial expression, and body posture. We use the raw heart rate data with three different class labels for our experiments.

4.1.2. EIKEN Dataset
The EIKEN dataset was acquired as part of the DeStress project that focused on building models to detect, distinguish, and classify physical (absolute stress), mental stress (relative stress), and combined mental and physical stress in real-time using heart rate variability (HRV) analysis and other biosignals using low-cost wearables. An initial effort to train models using HRV data collected in laboratory conditions resulted in a C5 decision tree with precision, recall, and F-score of close to 90% (Pluntke et al., 2019). The DeStress data acquisition system consists of two servers (server.ts and destress-server.py), an Android application, a TypeScript desktop application (firefighters-monitor-app), and a Mongo database. Multiple participants wearing a sensor were connected via an Android App to the server. Once the polar H10 chest band is paired with the Android app it posts reports to the server.ts which are stored in the Mongo database. The classifier is notified and starts classifying stress using the trained models from (Pluntke et al., 2019). The resulting HR and classification is displayed on the monitoring app. For combined stress, feedback was requested from the expert every 30 seconds or when there is a stress-level classification change.

The DeStress system was tested on 85 "instrumented smoke
diers” in the Civil Emergency Services Training Center at Eiken AG in Switzerland where 150 firefighters were certified as smoke diving team leaders in a darkened chamber with a 3D maze of cages simulating a building on fire. The firefighters needed to find their way and rescue unconscious people using only the illumination from phosphorescent helmets while being disoriented and stressed by smoke, strobling lights, and disturbing noise. Examiners evaluated the participants using infrared cameras on their time of transit, the ability to find all objects, and the quality of teamwork. This puts participants through 10-20 minutes of intense physical and mental stress (Gerke et al., 2019).

The participants were given chest belts (Polar H10) and “communication hub” smartphones 5-30 minutes before entering the maze. Afterward, feedback on their perception of the difficulty of the exercise was collected. The R-R intervals were transmitted from the Polar H10 via Bluetooth to the smartphone app and via Wifi to the Mongo database on the control system. Outliers in the R-R intervals were replaced with their nearest normal neighbors (i.e. Winsorized). C5 decision tree models predicted correct stress classes (Pluntke et al., 2019) but convolutional neural networks models provided a better classification of combined stress. Self-assessment was less reliable than assessment by a human expert, but no statistical analysis of expert feedback was possible because the expert was overloaded to have multiple firefighters under control. For labeling, we assumed and verified with occasional expert feedback that the presence in the cage maze resulted in mental stress and after 3 minutes in combined stress.

Analysis of the EIKEN dataset using K-means clustering on 18 engineered features for k = 2 did not show a clear separation when plotted in two dimensions using mean heart rate (MeanHR) and root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD), top biomarkers of stress (Blásquez et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2010). This was due to the high dimensionality as well as the tendency of K-means to cluster samples based on the Euclidean distance from cluster centroids, regardless of true separation. Convolutional autoencoders with their much fewer trainable weights produced clusters that were distinct with more than 90% of the samples mentally stressed and less than 10% with normal HRV. A shortcoming was that the method did not take into account intrinsic differences in HRV of different individuals (Oskooei et al., 2019).

For the subsequent analysis the 2-20 minutes waiting phase before entry into the cage maze was used to create a baseline. The first 20% of the time in the cage maze was labeled as mental stress while the further 80% of the time in the cage maze was labeled as combined stress. Verification of the recorded data showed that this is a good assumption. To eliminate labelling errors due to false timestamps for entry and exit, we checked whether the pulse in the cage maze was at least 10% higher than in the waiting phase and that the pulse during the first 20% of the cage maze was higher than in the waiting phase. After this pruning we analyzed data from 75 participants. A comparison of the three datasets is shown in Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Dataset comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stressors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECG sensor</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Results

In our first experiment we examined the feature distributions under different stress conditions. Since the dimension of the embedding space for our self-supervised model can be freely chosen, it is well suited for visualization. Figure 1 shows the learned features for three randomly selected test subjects and the same features after merging the individual data. The learned features show good separability of the different conditions for each test subject. However, once the data for the different subjects are combined, the classes partially overlap. For example, it can be observed that in the WESAD dataset, the baseline and amusement conditions are more difficult to separate after merging the data. The same applies to the two stress conditions in the SWELL and EIKEN datasets.

In the next experiment we investigated the approach to simply mix the data of the training subjects with additional calibration points from the test subject. The first three calibration points were randomly picked from each condition, so that at least one point per class was selected. The following points were then chosen randomly without considering their labels. After each new point we retrained the classifier and averaged the accuracies over all test subjects. Figure 2 shows the performance of this approach for different numbers of prior points taken from the N − 1 training subjects for three different classifiers: Random forest (RF), linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and k nearest neighbour (k-NN) with k = 1. The black lines correspond to the purely person-specific approach. In this case, no points from other test subjects were used. The asymptotic left-most point of the purple line can be considered as the person-generic approach (with all points of the N − 1 training participants and without calibration points). We can observe that, in this setup, the use of more points from the training subjects generally diminishes the performance. Moreover, in the case where all points from the N − 1 training subjects were
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Figure 2. Performance of the mixing approach for different numbers of calibration points per subject on WESAD (top row), SWELL (center row) and EIKEN (bottom row) for the following classifiers: RF (left column), LDA (center column), and 1-NN (right column). Each curve corresponds to a different number of prior points taken from the training subjects. The accuracies are averaged over all test subjects.

used, additional calibration points did not improve the accuracy for the RF and LDA classifier. This demonstrates the inter-individual differences in the feature distribution.

In our final experiment we compared different personalization approaches for different numbers of user interactions (or calibration points). For the baseline calibration approach, this number is equivalent to the number of segments used to compute the feature mean of the baseline condition. The results are shown in Figure 3. Each approach was evaluated based on HRV and SSL features. We observe the best performance with the $k$-NN classifier based on SSL features. While the baseline calibration approach shows good performance for little user interaction, it is outperformed by the other approaches when more feedback is provided. Furthermore, the personalization approach with active user feedback generally outperforms the approaches based on the maximum distance and random selection criteria.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we investigated different personalization strategies for stress detection with wearable devices and compared them with baselines on three datasets. Our analysis of the feature distributions demonstrate that each subject shows slightly different physiological responses to stress which is difficult to capture with a generic model. Combined with the observed diminished performance when including additional samples from the $N-1$ training subjects, this indicates the need for personalized methods. Our proposed calibration method addresses this problem from two perspectives:

1. The SSL features introduced avoid potential distortion from noisy labels, and a smaller feature dimension ($d = 5$) compared to HRV parameters ($d = 17$) helps mitigate the curse of dimensionality, so less interaction is required for personalization.

2. More informative user feedback is provided by the proposed interaction principles for the different scenarios.

After we finish this work, we are interested in three re-
search ideas. To better test our approach, we plan to acquire datasets with better personalized and standardized label acquisition for combined physical and mental stressors. To this end, test subjects will be exposed to mental exercises/games while cycling with defined physical loads on a bicycle home trainer (Sierro, 2020). As the human-in-the-loop approach showed its advantage in stress detection, we are going to investigate how to combine user modeling with interactive approaches such that less data is required to learn the relationship between user profile and inter-individual variability. Furthermore, we want to validate our model under field conditions and extend the input to other biosignals such as electroencephalogram, electrodermal activity, and electromyography.
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